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Abstract
In this paper, we tackle the problem of saliency-guided image manipulation for adjusting the saliency distribution over image regions. Conventional approaches ordinarily
utilize explicit operations on altering the low-level features based on the selected saliency
computation. However, it is difficult to generalize such methods for various saliency estimations. To address this issue, we propose a deep learning-based model that bridges
between any differentiable saliency estimation methods and a neural network which applies image manipulation. Thus, the manipulation is directly optimized in order to satisfy
saliency-guidance. Extensive experiments verify the capacity of our model in saliencydriven image editing and show favorable performance against numerous baselines.

1

Introduction

Saliency estimation, which predicts eye-catching regions over the image for capturing the
underlying characteristics of human visual system, has long been an important problem in
computer vision and cognitive science. Knowing where in image attracts human attention,
which is usually represented as a saliency map, is fundamental and beneficial in a wide
range of applications, such as object detection and image segmentation. Apart from directly
leveraging saliency map as an informative cue for various vision tasks, recently there are
works [6, 17, 19, 20, 26] in turn perform image manipulation with being conditioned on the
constraints in image saliency, which is referred to as guiding saliency map in this paper.
Figure 1 presents one example, where the couple attracts more attention then the giraffe
in the original image. Given a guiding saliency map that aims to make the giraffe more eye
catching, one targets to modify the original image such that manipulated output satisfies this
guiding saliency condition. In real-world applications, one can apply saliency-guided image
manipulation to many practical scenarios, e.g., human-computer interaction [6], autonomous
driving, or advertisement with needs for highlighting the specific regions or objects.
c 2019. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
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Figure 1: Example for saliency-guided image manipulation. The (b) saliency map of (a)
original image indicates the human couple as the most salient object. Upon being conditioned on (c) the guiding saliency map which aims to attend more on giraffe, our proposed
method edits the image accordingly to get (d) the manipulated output, with its corresponding saliency map shown in (e). Note here that we visualize the saliency map (which is single
channel) by stacking it upon color images in order to provide their spatial correspondence.
The existing related works actually have large dependency on the corresponding algorithms of saliency estimation. To be detailed, these works need to first fully understand the
properties (e.g. which feature cues are utilized) of the saliency estimation algorithm, and
then explicitly design the closely-related objectives to manipulate the image output. However, this requirement limits the flexibility of using different saliency estimation approaches
within the same framework. Furthermore, as saliency estimation could aggregate multiple
features in a bottom-up manner, the relationship between various features might be quite
complicated thus make it hard to manually derive a proper objective for manipulation.
In this paper, we propose a learning-based model which seamlessly combines the image
manipulation and saliency estimation into a unified framework, and accordingly resolves the
limitation described above. We leverage two main ideas in the proposed model. First, we
choose to use the deep-learning-based saliency estimation approach, where both the feature
extraction and final saliency prediction are learned jointly from data. Compared to conventional methods that rely on hand-crafted features, we take advantages of the differentiable
property of neural networks to gain prior knowledge on how the saliency is predicted through
back-propagation. We also note that, the proposed method is not tied to any specific saliency
estimation framework but supports arbitrary off-the-shelf architectures once they are endto-end differentiable. Second, the proposed manipulation network learns to take an image
and a guiding saliency map as the input to generate the manipulated output. In particular, the
output image should preserve the content of original image, be realistic, and have its saliency
map (estimated by the saliency estimation network) matched with the guiding one.
We evaluate the proposed model on the MS-COCO dataset [15], make qualitative and
quantitative comparison to numerous baselines under various scenarios, and demonstrate
favorable performance against state-of-the-art algorithms. In addition, we adapt our method
to perform memorability-guided image manipulation, where the image is edited to be likely
or unlikely more memorable according to the guided memorability measurement [10]. The
extension shows the potential usage and generalizability of our model across different tasks.

2

Related Works

Saliency-Guidance Image Manipulation. As described previously, most of the existing research works [6, 17, 18, 19, 20, 26] in saliency-guidance image manipulation require first
discovering the feature cues used in saliency estimation, in which these features are used to
perform image editing. In other words, actually the saliency estimation and image manipulation parts are two individual steps for these algorithms. In [6], the saliency map is computed
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Figure 2: Overview of our Saliency-Guidance Image Manipulation (SaGIM) model. The
manipulation network takes an image and a guiding saliency map as input, and produces a
realistic manipulated output that has the saliency map consistent with the guiding one. The
right side of figure visualizes the cycle consistency uniquely introduced in our model.
by using intensity and color features, and the authors discover that the point variation, which
accounts for the degree of visual features changes in a local image area, determines how
much a feature impacts the salience of a certain location in an image. The point variation
is therefore used to guide the image manipulation. [17] utilizes a similar idea, while they
keep both chromaticity and intensity unchanged, but manipulate the image to maximize the
dissimilarity of hue distribution of target area from the neighborhood. [26] increases average
luminance, color saturation, and sharpness of the target region to enhance its salience.
The most recent work from [19] first extracts from the input image to form two groups of
image patches with high and low saliency, and then edits the image such that the target region
reaches similar high-saliency patches in color channels while non-target regions are closer to
low-saliency ones, respectively. However, this approach is still based on a predefined feature
to drive the manipulation. More detailed review of related works can be found in [18].
Deep-Learning-Based Saliency Estimation. We review some of the works in supervised deep-learning-based saliency estimation. [12] utilizes the AlexNet architecture [11]
pre-trained on Imagenet dataset [1], and learns to linearly combine the feature maps across
network layers in order to obtain the prediction of saliency map. [16] divides images under
different resolutions into patches and train a convolutional neural network for classifying
the fixation and non-fixation image patches, in which during the testing time the saliency is
estimated on the patch level. [14] proposes a two-stream network to combine the pixel-level
saliency map with the superpixel-wise features that better model the discontinuities along
object boundaries in the final saliency prediction. [21] directly uses a fully convolutional
network to map the input image into saliency map estimation, while employing the adversarial loss, which is originally proposed in generative adversarial networks [5], in order to
improve the quality of output saliency map and make it more realistic.

3

Proposed Method

The objective of our proposed method, Saliency-Guidance Image Manipulation (SaGIM),
is to edit an input image such that the saliency estimation of manipulated output agrees with
a given saliency-guidance (as depicted in Figure 2). Our SaGIM model consists of 3 major
components: manipulation network G, saliency estimation network E, and discriminator D,
in which we are going to detail in the following subsections together with the loss functions.
Note that the details of network architecture are provided in the supplementary material.
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3.1

Saliency Estimator

We use the state-of-the-art SalGAN [21] as our saliency estimation network E, which is pretrained beforehand and kept fixed (not updated) during the learning of proposed model. We
follow SALICON [7] to use a large-scale dataset for benchmarking visual saliency prediction
as the training/validation data for the saliency estimation network E. In addition, as the
images used in SALICON are collected from the MS-COCO dataset [15], which is exactly
the same dataset we carry out experiments, the potential issue of domain-shift for saliency
estimation is eliminated. Please note again that our model is not limited to SalGAN but
supports any differentiable saliency estimation approaches.

3.2

Manipulation Network

Let I ∈ RH×W ×3 be an input image and Sguiding ∈ RH×W ×1 be a guiding saliency map
where all the values in a saliency map are within the interval [0, 1], indicating the pixelwise salience. The manipulation network G takes both the image I and guided saliency map
Sguiding as input and maps them into a manipulated output image I˜ = G(I, Sguiding ).
Reconstruction loss. The manipulated output I˜ ideally should have the saliency map
which is consistent with the guiding saliency map Sguiding . Let Sedited be the saliency map
˜ we penalize the
of I˜ that is predicted by saliency estimation network E, i.e. Sedited = E(I),
difference between Sedited and the corresponding guiding saliency map Sguiding based on the
averaged binary cross entropy (BCE) loss over all pixels, as suggested in [21]:
1
Lrec = − ∑ Si,guiding
log(Si,edited
) + (1 − Si,guiding
)(1 − log(Si,edited
),
(1)
j
j
j
N i, j j
where i, j index pixel positions and N = W × H is the total number of pixels.
Content Loss. The image manipulation solely based on the constraints from saliencyguidance might disrupt the structure of the original image, which is undesirable. In order
to preserve the entire structure and content of the input image, we impose the content loss
Lcontent as utilized in the work of neural style transfer [4] (similar idea can be also found in
the perceptual loss proposed by [8]). Basically, we penalize the mean squared error (MSE)
between the deep features extracted from I and I˜ respectively. In our model, we take feature
maps of the VGG network [25] as the deep features.
1
˜ φ l (I)),
Lcontent =
MSE(φ l (I),
(2)
Nl ∑
l
where φ l (·) denotes the feature representation obtained from the l-th layer of VGG network,
and the total number of VGG layers considered in this content loss Nl is set to 5.
Color Loss. Moreover, in order to preclude drastic changes on the color tone, especially
on the regions that the guiding saliency map aims to enhance, we add another color loss
term Lcolor . It encourages the color consistency between corresponding local regions from
˜ Let M(I) denote the response map obtained by
original image I and its manipulated output I.
applying Gaussian filter on each color channel of an image I, which derives averaged colors
locally, the color loss Lcolor is defined as:
1
˜
Lcolor = ∑ Sguiding ∗ |M(I) − M(I)|,
(3)
N
where ∗ is element-wise multiplication, and the size of Gaussian filter is set to 21.
Cycle Consistency Loss. We further adopt the idea of cycle consistency proposed
in [28] to not only enforce the stability of our manipulation network G but also benefit to
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boost the overall performance without seeing additional images. Basically, as illustrated in
the right half of Figure 2, after having manipulated output image I˜ = G(I, Sguiding ) based on
the original input image I and guiding saliency map Sguiding , we can use G to map the input
˜ E(I)} to a new output image I,
ˇ where now the saliency map E(I) of original image
pair of {I,
˜ This procedure is analogous to an inverse mapping
is treated as the guiding saliency for I.
for performing de-manipulation on I˜ (i.e., recover the original image by using its saliency
map as guidance), therefore the new output image Iˇ should be similar to the original input
image I. We utilize the same metric used in the content loss Lcontent to measure the distance
between Iˇ and I, where the cycle consistency loss is formulated as:
1
ˇ = 1 ∑ MSE(φ l (I),
˜ φ l (G(I,
˜ E(I))))
MSE(φ l (I), φ l (I))
(4)
Lcycle =
Nl ∑
N
l l
l

3.3

Discriminator

Inspired by the adversarial learning scheme [5], we adopt the adversarial loss function Ladv
to improve the quality of the manipulated images and make them more realistic, such that
the data distribution PI˜ of manipulated outputs is close to the one PI of real images. The
objective is formulated as:
˜
Ladv = EI∼PI logD(I) + EI∼P
log(1 − D(I)),
(5)
˜
I˜

where discriminator D distinguishes between real images and manipulated ones. In adversarial learning, we minimize Ladv w.r.t. D while maximizing the second term to update our
manipulation network G, where I˜ is produced by G(I, Sguiding ). Please note that, although
our overall framework is alike to bidirectional-GAN [2], we do not consider the joint distribution over images and saliency maps as the input to D, since the guiding saliency map used
in our experiments is manually defined and thus it is different from the real ones.

3.4

Total Loss

Overall, the total objective of our SaGIM model is the sum of the aforementioned loss terms:
L(θG , θD ) = λ1 Lrec + λ2 Lcontent + λ3 Lcolor + λ4 Lcycle + λ5 Ladv ,

(6)

where θG and θD are the network parameters of manipulation network G and discriminator
D. Again, we note that the saliency estimation network E is pre-trained and stays fixed in
our SaGIM model. The hyperparameters λ control the balance between each loss function
and are set to be λ1 : λ2 : λ3 : λ4 : λ5 = 5 : 5 : 1 : 9 : 5 in our experiments. We use Adam
optimizer with learning rate of 10−3 and train for 100 epochs.

4

Experiments

In this section, we describe various experimental settings and results for evaluating the performance of our proposed method. We not only compare our model with respect to several
baselines for shifting the saliency distribution but also perform analysis from the perspective of adversarial attacks. Finally, we show an extension of our method into the task of
memorability-guided image manipulation.

4.1

Data Preparation

Dataset. Based on the training and validation sets of MS-COCO [15], we sample 15, 686
images to construct a SAliency Manipulation dataset (SAM) used in our experiments. Every
sampled image contains more than 2 objects, and each object covers 10% to 70% of area of
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Figure 3: Example of generating guiding saliency map. The most salient object is changed
from the rider to the horse.

Figure 4: Example results of saliency-guided image manipulation by our SaGIM model.
entire image, in order to obviate tiny or overwhelming ones. We partition our dataset into
training and testing sets of 4, 000 and 11, 686 images respectively. We note that, although
the SalGAN is pre-trained on SALICON [7] which could potentially overlap with our SAM
dataset, it is kept fixed as an off-the-shelf saliency estimator in our model training. In addition, the images fed to SalGAN in our model are already manipulated ones, which is already
different from SALICON in appearance. Our SAM dataset, source code, and models are
released at https://github.com/YenchungChen/GuideYourEyes
Guiding Saliency Maps. The construction of the corresponding guiding saliency maps
for our dataset is based on the following procedure. First, we use SalGAN to estimate the
saliency maps for all images, and compute the average saliency of each object hinge upon
its object mask provided by MS-COCO annotations. Second, for makinig changes on the
distribution of saliency, we increase the saliency of the least salient object and decrease
the saliency of the most salient object respectively by random factors which can lead to reordering of objects’ saliency. Last, we normalize the modified saliency map into [0, 1] and
apply Gaussian filter to smooth out sharp edges. An example is demonstrated in Figure 3.

4.2

Saliency Manipulation by Guiding Saliency

Our SaGIM model is trained and tested on the SAM dataset. Figure 4 shows some example
results of our method for performing saliency-guided image manipulation. We can observe
that the original images are mapped into the manipulated outputs with their saliency maps
satisfying the given guiding saliency maps. Furthermore, our model learns to utilize different
manipulation operations to produce the required changes in saliency, as two examples visualized in Figure 5. This verifies the advantage of our proposed method w.r.t. related works
(e.g., [6, 17, 19, 26]) that we do not need to specify a certain feature cue for manipulation,
and thus our model is more general.
User Study. The guiding saliency maps in our SAM data are generated to have changes
on the ordering among the saliency of object instances and we perform a user study to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. We select from the testing set with 50 pairs
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Figure 5: Two examples for visualizing different manipulation operations used in our model.
In each example, the first and second columns show the original image and the manipulated
one, while the third and forth columns provide the zoom-in views of the annotated regions
in the first two columns respectively. We can see that the man on the left gets less salient by
being blurred while the shoe on the right gets more salient by having higher saturation.

Ours
OHA
HAG
WSR

Guidance Consistency (in percentage)
DeepGaze w/ C1 SalGAN w/ C1 DeepGaze w/ C2 SalGAN w/ C2
23.1
70.2
36.5
86.9
15.7
12.0
32.9
42.7
18.9
11.3
34.9
47.8
17.4
10.6
36.7
40.6

Image Captioning Object Detection
BLEU
C3
MSE
0.309
19.0
0.06
0.310
17.4
0.12
0.322
19.4
0.04
0.319
18.8
0.07

Table 1: Quantitative evaluations of our proposed method with respect to several baselines
in various schemes.
of an original image and its corresponding manipulated output, which is produced by our
SaGIM model. We construct a questionnaire that consists of 3 questions for each image
pair: (1) which is the most salient object in the original image. (2) which is the most salient
object in the manipulated output (where several candidate image regions are given for selection in first two questions) and (3) Do you perceive that the most salient objects on two
images are different ones? Our user study includes in total 24 participants with roughly
equal proportion of females and males, and we obtain the statistics as follows. The results
show that the most salient objects are accurately selected by the participants for 63.50% of
original images and 58.92% of manipulated outputs. Additionally, conditioned on the case
of answering correctly for original images, 62.25% of questions for manipulated images are
simultaneously correctly answered. On the other hand, users see that on average 58.17%
of image pairs have the most salient object varying across original and manipulated images.
The high consistency of SalGAN w.r.t. human perception, cf. question (1), verifies the design choice of taking it as our saliency estimation network. Most importantly, the results
show that our saliency-guided image manipulation does change the saliency distribution and
match guiding saliency map to a certain extent.

4.3

Quantitative Comparisons

Saliency Enhancement based on Object Masks. Based on our SAM dataset, here we have
quantitative comparisons w.r.t. several baseline methods, including HAG [6], WSR [26], and
OHA [17], which are identified as top performers in [18]. In order to have fair comparisons,
we take binary guiding saliency maps as used in these approaches, for applying saliencydriven manipulation. In each image, we denote the most salient object as Ohigh and the least
one as Olow , and the binary guiding saliency map is exactly the object mask of Olow , which
indicates that image manipulation is to simultaneously enhance Olow and de-emphasis Ohigh .
Here, we define a Guidance Consistency metric with two criteria C1, C2 for evaluation:
(C1) a manipulation is effective when the average saliency of Olow is higher than the one of
Ohigh in the manipulated output; (C2) a manipulation is effective when the average saliency
of Olow /Ohigh in the manipulated output is higher/lower than the one of Olow /Ohigh in original
input image. It is worth noting that C1 is a stricter criterion than C2. Furthermore, as our
model is optimized for SalGAN, in addition to using SalGAN for saliency computation on
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Figure 6: Example results of our SaGIM model with using binary guiding saliency maps.

Figure 7: Example results of comparing our SaGIM model w.r.t baselines, where the object
mask of Olow (the least salient object in the original image) is now taken as guiding saliency.

Olow and Ohigh , we further introduce DeepGaze [13] as an unbiased saliency estimator.
The quantitative results shown in Table 1 demonstrate that our proposed method has better or comparative performance w.r.t. baselines in various evaluation settings. Some example
results based on our SaGIM are provided in Figure 6, while Figure 7 visualizes comparisons
on qualitative results between our method and the baselines. We observe that OHA [17] and
WSR [26] usually add unnatural color and contrast to the image, while HAG [6] can not
perform saliency enhancement and reduction simultaneously.
As we can observe from the examples in Figure 1, 4, 5, 6, and 7, the image modifications
happen mostly on the local salient regions of original image and guided saliency map, thus
the manipulated output is not globally different from its original image and still with similar
content. Therefore, we consider that the proposed framework could be treated as a way of
finding adversarial examples, where it tries to keep the structure/content of the input image
(Lcontent ) but now the objective of attack is not a specific classification posterior but instead
guided by the saliency estimation (Lrec ), which is similar to the targeted attack scenario.
To be more detailed, our model tackles not only the targeted attack but also conditional
generation of adversarial examples based on the proposed manipulation network. Tackling
these two difficulties is novel in adversary attack area, especially that our target network (i.e.
saliency estimator) produces higher dimensional output than simple image classification, and
thus it is much harder to have successful attack. Here we propose to perform two quantitative
evaluations from the perspective of adversarial attack.
Adversarial Attack on Image Captioning. The image captioning network in [27] utilizes
the attention mechanism which we hypothesize to have correlation with saliency such that
the saliency-guided image manipulation would result in an attack to change the output of
captioning. We first evaluate the difference between generated captions from input image and
its manipulated output, based on BLEU [22], a widely-used evaluation metric for machine
translation. In addition, we define another metric C3 (shown in percentage), such that a
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Figure 8: Examples of memorability-guided manipulation with corresponding memorability
values in yellow boxes.
Guidance Consistency (%) Ours w/o Lcycle w/o Ladv w/o Lcolor
SalGAN w/ C1
45.0
37.4
24.3
25.3
SalGAN w/ C2
66.4
63.3
61.7
62.6
Table 2: Guidance Consistency performance for different variants of our SaGIM model.
successful attack happens when the caption of the manipulated output must simultaneously
exclude Ohigh and include Olow of the original image. Table 1 shows that our method achieves
better or competitive attack for both metrics (larger the better).
Adversarial Attack on Object Detection. Furthermore, we hypothesize that altering object saliency would also affect the results of object detection. Thus an evaluation of adversarial attack on object detector (YOLOv2 [24]) is performed to measure that objects should be
either mislabeled or have confidence changes consistent with guiding saliency. We note that
our method obtains similar success rates as baselines but with almost minimum perturbations
on the image (measured by MSE as shown in Table 1).

4.4

Ablation study

We investigate the influences of different objectives in the proposed model based on the
normalized saliency evaluation, and the results are shown in Table 2. Note that, we test the
model variants without cycle consistency, adversarial, color losses, while both reconstruction
and content losses are kept since they are the keys to fit the guiding saliency and maintain the
image structure, respectively. Here are two observations that support our design of loss functions: (1) The inverse mapping procedure utilized in cycle consistency loss takes both the
manipulated output and the saliency map of original image as input, therefore it enriches the
data distribution that manipulation network sees. Removing it from our full model reduces
the performance significantly. (2) Lacking of adversarial or color losses could unfavorably
allows the manipulation network adding some unrealistic artifacts or having drastic color
shift on the output image, which might be applicable to impact the saliency during training but not generalized well for test images. We provide some qualitative examples in the
supplementary material.

4.5

Extension to Image Memorability

Numerous researches (e.g., [3, 9, 10, 23]) have been devoted to estimate the memorability of
images. Here we extend our framework to the task of memorability-guided image manipulation, which is to manipulate the input image based on a preferable memorability score. This
is achieved by replacing the input guiding saliency map and saliency estimator E by a guiding memorability value and the memorability estimator proposed in [10], respectively. We
experiment on the LaMem dataset [10] and manipulate the images to have higher or lower
memorability values than their original ones. Some example results are shown in Figure 8.
In addition, with comparisons to the saliency map of an original image with respect to its
difference from corresponding manipulated output, we find that the pixels with bigger difference are most likely located on the salient regions. This can be related to the observation
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described in [10], where the pattern of human fixations on an image has a positive correlation with its memorability. Although this interesting fact is now out of the scope/focus of
our work in this paper, we would like to have a further investigation as a future work.

5

Conclusions

We present a deep learning-based framework for tackling the task of saliency-guidance image manipulation. Our SaGIM model coordinates the image manipulation and saliency estimation into a unified framework and thus enables end-to-end optimization for learning to
revise the input image conditioned on a guiding saliency map. We conduct comprehensive
experiments and show that our method successfully achieves the target changes in saliency of
the manipulated output, outperforming a series of baseline approaches in evaluation schemes
such as adversarial attacks in object detection and image captioning, as well as supporting
memorability-guided image editing.
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